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At AkitaBox, we make it our mission every day to not only make facility 
managers’ lives easier through our software, but to consistently evaluate 
the facility management industry and where it’s headed. It’s often easy 
to become overwhelmed by the everyday problems that face facility 
leaders, custodians, financial administrators, and building planners, but 
new and exciting technological solutions are becoming widely available 
for institutional and organizational use. We’ve commissioned this report 
on technology trends to not only better the user experience and features 
of our own software, but also share these industry insights with you so 
that you can make your facilities the best they can be - and hopefully 
make your own job a little easier.

Team AkitaBox

Thank you for your time and interest, and we hope 
you find these insights as interesting as we did!
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The State of 
Facility Management 
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How Far We’ve Come

Facility Management Today

The Facility Management industry as a whole has come 
a long way, especially in the last few decades. It wasn’t 
until the 1970s that the term “Facility Management” (FM) 
became adopted as a term and used in private industry. 
During this time, the growth of buildings containing 
offices, classrooms, and warehouses grew exponentially. 
In addition, mainframe computers were also becoming 
widely available for commercial and institutional use. 

Building leaders soon realized that many tasks in facility 
management, including capital planning, reactive and 
proactive maintenance, custodial and grounds work, IT 
infrastructure, and asset mapping could all take advantage 
of technology to become automated.

Since then, it’s becoming harder to find buildings that 
aren’t automated in some way. Even though buildings 
built decades ago depended on controls that functioned 

off of gas or air pressure, many buildings have since been 
modified, remodeled, or upgraded to rely on electrical, 
ventilation, and AC systems controlled by computers. The 
automation of these building functions by technology has 
made life easier for building managers, but they quickly 
started producing something arguably more valuable: data 
on how to standardize operations.

Even though technology has become more widely 
available since the 1970s, the facility management 
industry still often falls behind in taking advantage of 
these advancements. 

In a recent survey conducted by AkitaBox, over 35% of 
respondents in a survey collected among facility leaders 
in the Education industry still use mainly paper-based 
systems to manage their buildings. 

Other respondents identified that they used manual 
spreadsheet entry, and the biggest (and often only) digital 
tool utilized across industries was an electronic service 
request system.

While the growth of utilizing electronic work order systems 
is a step in the right direction towards automating service 
requests, many other crucial components of facilities are 
sometimes neglected or completed inconsistently, which 
can lead to inaccuracies that cause future problems for 
building leaders.

Facility managers want to do good for their buildings. 
They want to leave a legacy. But many just don’t have 
the capacity to do it because they’re always reactive. 
Technology enhancements allow for a better feedback 
loop within buildings, ultimately letting an individual 
understand where they can add the most value faster.

Todd Hoffmaster, CEO of AkitaBox

OF RESPONDENTS STILL USE 
PAPER-BASED SYSTEMS

OF RESPONDENTS USE 
SPREADSHEETS TO TRACK ASSETS

OF RESPONDENTS USE 
SOFTWARE FOR SPACE MANAGEMENT
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Problems Facing the Industry

As a building leader, it’s easy to get caught up in the day-to-
day troubles that emerge in facilities. From leaky roofs to 
malfunctioning exhaust fans, keeping reactive maintenance 
in check can easily absorb a facility manager’s immediate 
priorities. Because of this, tasks are often overlooked that may 
not immediately solve a problem or put out a fire. In fact, recent 
studies have shown that 80% of businesses spend their time 
reacting to issues rather than proactively preventing them. 

However, over time, these problems grow in size and number 
and can cost facilities more than just dollars. There are a number 
of reasons why taking notice of these issues now will pay off for 
building leaders later.

are saved on average by businesses that implement a preventative 
maintenance plan. [2]

of the year, encompassing an estimated 7.5 billion gross square feet on 
approximately 2 million acres land. [4]

in maintenance, repairs, alterations, and modernization costs for schools. [5]

which means a third of the workforce will be retiring that may hold 
invaluable, undocumented knowledge. [3]

meaning school districts are unprepared to provide adequate and 
equitable school facilities. [4]

Deferred Maintenance is classified as maintenance, 
system upgrades, or repairs that were deferred to a future 
budget cycle or postponed until funding was available.

State of Our Schools 2016 Report, Center for Green Schools

of businesses report reacting to issues rather 
than proactively preventing them [1]

25 - 30% in Maintenance Costs

K-12 Staff and students occupy close to 100,000 buildings everyday

School Districts across the US have deferred $542 billion

Each year $46 billion goes underfunded in K-12 Facilities
Spending and Investments

1 in 3 American Workers is a Millennial

as the number one reason to consider facility management software in an 
effort to standardize and correct inaccurate data. [6]

35% of survey respondents reported improved record keeping
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Considerations When Evaluating New Technology

While technology is created with the intent to help facility 
managers take a proactive approach to maintenance, it’s 
important to note that many of these applications and devices 
mentioned in this report are still in their infancy and will continue 
to be developed and refined over the next few years. It’s up to 
facility teams to discern whether a technological solution will 
ultimately benefit their buildings and occupants. 

By considering goals and objectives from using the technology 
are outlined ahead of any implementation, facility managers can 
mitigate costs, confusion, and a loss of productivity.

The most important thing about implementing new 
technology in facilities is making sure that you’ve 
gotten the other teams who will be involved on board.

Kumar Pilla, Deputy Director of Facilities Management at Dallas County

When evaluating technology, ask yourself if it will benefit:

Will this technology boost team 
productivity and streamline 

processes? Is there team buy-in?

Work Productivity

Workplace Safety

Proactive Maintenance

Knowledge Sharing

Capital Planning

Energy Efficiency

Will this technology help to create a 
proactive maintenance plan for my 

facilities?

Will this technology help cut short-
term or long-term costs for my 

facilities?

Will this technology help mitigate 
dangerous tasks or situations your 

team encounters?

Will this technology help collect 
employee tribal knowledge in a 

secure place and strengthen team 
communication?

Will this technology be 
environmentally conscious and help 
provide a greener facility for both my 

buildings and occupants?
4
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Drones, sometimes called by their 
official classification of unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs), have been 
around for over a century. Originally 
designed to transport military 
weapons and equipment, drones have 
emerged in the commercial space, 
particularly after Amazon CEO Jeff 
Bezos announced that his company 
would be experimenting with using 
drone technology to pilot deliveries in 

2013.[7] Since then, their popularity 
has soared, as analysts have predicted 
the market for drones to grow from 
$2B in 2016 to over $127B by 2020.

Today, the general population’s 
interest in drones and their 
commercial capabilities has driven 
manufacturers to design drones that 
are cheaper and lighter weight. Drone 
technology is finding a place within 

facility management, as they offer a 
view of buildings and assets that have 
been traditionally difficult to obtain, 
specifically on roofs of buildings. 

Drone Technology

Drone hardware technology is advancing as fast, if not faster, than cell phone technologies. Every 6-12 
months a newer drone comes out that is able to capture more accurate data, fly faster and stay airborne 
longer than the typical 25-30 minutes. Some of the commercial drones coming out this year will even 
have capability to have both upward and downward facing cameras. This will be a game changer for the 
facilities, construction, insurance and inspection industries.

Jeff Freund, Vice President Construction at PrecisionHawk

The roofing industry is massive, 
generating over $10 billion annually, 
and costs facility managers a large 
amount of time and money every 
year to maintain.[8] Most roof 
inspections need to be outsourced 
to a contractor, can be expensive, 
and take time to be completed 
correctly. In addition, sending team 
members on roofs is always risky, 
as dangers from heights, heat and 
damaged structures could cause 
injury.
 
Drones work to automate the 
process of inspecting roofs while 
eliminating many of the dangers 
that can happen to facility teams on 
the job. By attaching cameras and 
thermal imaging sensors, drones 
can collect information that may 
not be visible to the naked eye to be 
analyzed and acted upon from the 
safety of the ground.

Although drones have come a long 
way in the commercial space, it’s 
important to note that for facility 

managers, getting permitted to pilot 
a drone can be complicated. The 
FAA holds strict regulations for drone 
use, particularly in areas located 
close to airports and air bases. In 
some cases, it can even take up to 
3 months for a permit to fly a drone 
for a project.

However, with drones becoming 
more mainstream and the US testing 
new ways to give drones their own 
radio frequencies to combat airline 
interference[9], drones are expected 
to continue to be utilized and 
developed for advanced solutions.

If you’re looking to learn more about 
drone technology for your facilities, 
drone technology companies such 
as PrecisionHawk are specifically 
making plays to be a part of the 
facility management space and offer 
packages specializing in survey and 

Specifically, drones offer facilities:

Eliminating the need for dangerous 
inspections in high-up or hard-to-
reach places, such as roofs

Improving data collections and 
analytics from a top-down or 
grounds-level perspective

Integrating with the use of other 
technologies, such as infrared or thermal 
imaging of buildings to detect heat loss, 
water damage, and failing roof sections
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360° Cameras, also known as 
omnidirectional cameras, are cameras 
with a full 360-degree field of view on 
a horizontal plane while also covering 
a spherical visual field. 

Derived from panoramic photography, 
these cameras have been designed 
to encompass a large area from more 
than one angle within a single image. 
Like drones, these cameras have 
the capacity to capture images in a 
unique way that gives building owners 
yet another way to inventory and 
maintain their space.

Images captured by a 360° camera 
easily provide facility teams more 
than just photographic images assets 
and floor plans. However, they can 
be used in other ways, too. Audits, 
walkthroughs, and troubleshooting 
can be done in an office before a 
building manager needs to leave their 

office, giving managers extra time to 
formulate a plan of action prior to 
investigating a problem.

These images also benefit remote 
teams, as facility managers have the 
ability to pull up information about 
assets or space while a maintenance 
team troubleshoots onsite  or at a 
distance, particularly if a space is 
deemed unsafe due to things like 
instances of asbestos or unsound 
structures.

+ Advanced views for building security 
systems

+ The ability to take photos of an entire 
room’s assets within a facility

+ Integrations with virtual reality that 
allow for an immersive look into a 
space

Although high end models of these 
cameras can cost thousands of dollars, 
recent interest and advancements 
in the consumer marketplace have 
driven manufacturers to create models 
that take quality photos for less than 
$500.

If you’re looking to invest in a 360° 
camera for your facilities, this article 
on Tom’s Guide compares multiple 
models and shows example footage 
from each device.

360° Cameras

Give it a try! Click and Drag!

360° Cameras have multiple
applications within facilities, including:
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One of the most intriguing advancements in 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the ability 
to design and manipulate facilities in realtime 
using Virtual Reality Buildings. Virtual reality (VR) 
has been a primitive technology since in the 90s, 
but has only recently began to become more 
widely available for consumer use. 

It wasn’t until Oculus, a company now owned by 
Facebook, developed the first prototype headset 
in 2010 that virtual reality made its mark in the 
mainstream market.

Although VR has catered to various applications 
in the industrial and commercial space for the 
past two decades, VR in BIM has taken huge 
strides in the past few years with the addition 
of plug-ins designed specifically for building 
modeling software like Revit, SketchUp and 
Rhino. By simply integrating building floor plan 
data with these plugins and putting on a headset 
facility managers have the ability to walk and 
modify their spaces in a completely digital 
environment.

In addition to being able to model buildings 
in real-time, virtual reality also can provide a 
safe environment for maintenance teams and 
technicians to train or practice troubleshooting 
equipment before physically attempting to 
resolve an issue. 

Simulations can even be paired with 
manufacturer instructions so that a technician 
never has to leave the digital environment while 
attempting to manipulate parts. This has the 
potential to save facility managers both time and 
money should a task be performed incorrectly or 
by undertrained staff.

Virtual Reality Buildings

Being in the game development space, we know that 
VR plays a big role in safety training for dangerous 
jobs like building engineering or proper handling of 
large equipment in facilities. Our mission is to digitally 
recreate these environments in virtual worlds for 
our clients before they even step foot inside their 
mechanical rooms. This not only provides a safe space 
for them to practice troubleshooting equipment, but 
also a cost-effective way to train new techs before they 
go out into the field.

+ Walk, analyze, and interpret a digital floorplan in real time

+ Create, modify, and renovate existing spaces before physically 
making an investment

+ Have engineering teams practice on virtual assets according 
to manufacturer instructions in a safe environment before 
performing the physical task

VR in BIM setups will cost you for both the software (application 
to view the models) and hardware (headsets and/or computing 
stations needed to power the applications), but the good news 
is that these setups range in fidelity and price, from the low end 
Google Cardboard operated off a smartphone to the powerful 
Oculus Rift. 

If you’re looking to learn more about how VR can enhance your 
facilities, this article highlights a number of example applications 
currently being used for modeling and the hardware that would 
be necessary for operating the software.

Virtual Reality in Building Information 
Systems allow facility managers to:
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Arthur Low, Director of Development at Filament Games

https://thebimhub.com/2016/11/29/integrating-bim-virtual-reality-next-big-thing/#.WXWg9tPyvdR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PT8u5zg1Ko4
https://www.filamentgames.com/services


The Internet of Things and Smart Devices

The Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as a global 
infrastructure within a facility that connects different 
technologies (both physical and virtual, often through 
the use of smart devices) to automate systems, gather 
analytics, predict failures, and manage day-to-day activities.
[10] While it may sound complicated, consider that many of 
the daily tasks performed in a facility inform another. 

For example, lighting with a room has a direct effect on 
temperature, even though temperature is controlled 
externally through an HVAC system. By making these 
systems “smart”, the HVAC and lighting systems can play 
off one another to find the best way to heat or cool a room, 
while also collecting data on the most efficient way to 
perform this task the next time it’s needed. 

Specifically, the IoT and smart 
devices can assist facilities by:

Although the IoT and smart devices are still in infancy in terms of 
their capabilities and vendors are trying to figure out ways to retrofit 
older technologies within buildings to their software offerings, 
new knowledge-sharing groups have started to appear within 
organizations. The International Facility Management Association 
(IFMA) recently created a free, collaborative portal where facility 
management professionals can pool knowledge and share best 
practices.

Automating security, such 
as allowing clearance to 
rooms by facial recognition or 
locking doors through digital 
commands or automatically at 
certain times of day

Analyzing a device’s 
performance, such as a 
lighting or a chiller, to make 
sure it’s performing optimally 
and at a rate that’s cost-
effective for the organization

Gather information and 
analytics on a building’s 
lighting, temperature, and 
environmental footprint for 
cost analysis and planning

Linking not only rooms and 
mechanical systems within a 
building, but also buildings to 
other buildings in a portfolio 
to maintain consistency

As a contractor, we’re excited at the many new technological 
opportunities we can offer clients - especially things like 
integrating applications with lighting systems, using 
frequency drives to manage power output on AC systems, 
implementing occupancy control systems to regulate 
heating, cooling, lighting, and ventilation, and the ability for 
mobile devices to easily access BAS systems. These tools let 
our clients manage comfort while maximizing their energy 
savings. 

Brian Jirschele, HVAC Controls Manager at Bassett Mechanical
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Check out this video to learn more about how 
connected the IoT can become within facilities:

https://www.ifma.org/home/2017/01/05/ifma-launches-portal-for-fm-professionals-to-forge-a-shared-path-forward-with-the-internet-of-things
http://www.bassettmechanical.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3ur8wzzhBU


Wearable Technology

During the day, many facility managers must leave their 
desktop computers to take care of issues on site, and 
many keep an inexpensive phone on hand in case of 
emergencies or pages. However, many of these phones 
lack any capabilities beyond calls and texts. Wearable 
technology has the ability to connect to different 
computer applications back in an office and allow for a 
facility manager to make mobile decisions, interpret data 
and monitor systems. 

These devices can be utilized by facility managers in 
a multitude of ways. Handheld devices that connect 
wirelessly via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth are giving teams the 
ability to be connected to data from anywhere - from 
accessing task checklists to retrieving data on a certain 
mechanical asset. Some devices are even coming with 
their own connectivity built-in so that rugged or off-grid 
places that don’t support internet connectivity can still 
be operated.

Although these wearable devices allow managers 
and technicians to accomplish a lot more without 
being tied to an office, it’s still important to consider 
security. Because many of these devices utilize Wi-Fi 
and Bluetooth to transmit data to and from the Cloud, 
facility managers should make sure to include IT teams in 
their implementation strategy so that all building data is 
accessed and stored securely.

Many of the new connectivity options on the 
market for facility managers allow us to do 
great things, but is still a scary place for IT. If 
the products aren’t implemented together or 
supported correctly, IT sees it as a potential way 
for hackers to get in and access building data. It 
would be great to have one or two of the major 
IoT players come into the market and create a 
safe hardware and software bridge across the 
board for all of our devices to communicate.

Jim Elsbury, Facilities Director for St. Croix County, WI

These devices can assist facility managers by:

+ Translating languages through a handheld device 
without having to connect to Wi-Fi

+ Monitoring physical activity and heart rate levels of staff 
throughout the day using smart watches or bands

+ Integrating computer applications with a smartwatch 
to complete activities such as monitoring environmental 
controls and accessing task checklists

+ Showing data, analytics, or instructions in an easy, 
hands-free way, such as by using a device like Google 
Glass

+ Tracking the productivity (wrench time) of team 
members as compared to windshield time. By analyzing 
this information facility managers can take proactive 
steps to reduce costs or do more with less.

If you’re interested in learning more about the options 
available for wearables in facilities, check out this article 
that highlights an assortment of devices - from watches, 
to safety vests, to glasses.
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Data Collection Software and Services

Public school facilities in the US are constantly in a 
state of flux. In 2013, it was estimated that the average 
age of a public school building was 44 years old 
and had most likely underwent updates to certain 
mechanical components, floor plans, and equipment.
[4] Even though these buildings continue to change, 
however, doesn’t mean that those changes have been 
properly documented.

In a 2015 report, it was estimated that 28% of facility 
managers did not have a formal system to document 
data, and another 23% said they used paper-based 
systems.[11] When facility teams lack formal processes 
for documentation on their space, physical documents, 
blueprints, and floor data degrade over time, often 
becomes lost, or cannot easily be modified as the 
building undergoes future alterations.

In 2012–13, the average age of the main 
building of a public school was 44 years 
old. Most building systems, components, 
equipment, and finishes do not last this long.

State of our Schools 2016 Report
Center for Green Schools

While gathering data for facilities is often a lower 
priority compared to the daily tasks that need to get 
completed in buildings, this data can actually help 
ease everyday tasks and improve productivity. Having 
access to up-to-date floor plans and accurate space 
data can be used to better understand costs for future 
remodels or custodial workloads. The data can also be 
used to research a problem with equipment before a 
facility manager or technician needs to trek to another 
building site or risk a climb into dangerous areas, such 
as on a roof. 

While this software is good for making small data 
additions or adjustments to assets and floor plans, 
some buildings may need a complete audit that will 
take too much time to complete or be too large to 
gather using an internal facilities team. 

In this case, many software companies are beginning 
to offer affordable field services that offer boots-on-
the-ground data collection, floor plan verification, and 
asset mapping that is put directly into their Facility 
Management Software. 

This not only speeds up the data collection process 
(some companies like AkitaBox guarantees an 
implementation in 90 days), but also allows facility 
managers to walk away with up-to-date and accurate 
documents that can be used with any software offering.

Because of this, data collection software is quickly 
growing as a solution for facility managers. These 
applications allow facility teams to collect data on the 
job using mobile devices like tablets to input building 
information - such as by photographing assets or 
recording floor plans and space data. The data is then 
stored securely online (often in a spreadsheet) and can 
be updated should the building undergo changes.

Data collection software and services 
can provide facility managers:
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+ An easy, mobile tool to provide to a facility team for 
data collection

+ A field services option to have the data collected by a 
third party to expedite the process

+ Up-to-date digital floor plans, asset maps, and 
building models that can be preserved much longer 
than a physical document

+ The option to house data in a facility management 
software solution

Most facility management software that’s been adopted 
by an organization should have an option to input data 
from a mobile source. 

However, if you’re in need of field services, check out 
what a typical data collection looks like by AkitaBox by 
an implementation team.

https://info.akitabox.com/hubfs/Implementation%20Guide.pdf?t=1500319261517
https://info.akitabox.com/hubfs/Implementation%20Guide.pdf?t=1500319261517


Facility Management Software

Facility Management Software is 
arguably one of the most important 
pieces of the technology puzzle for 
facilities. As stated earlier in this 
report, many of the issues plaguing 
facility leaders - from inaccurate 
space data, to paper-based work 
order systems, to non-existent asset 
inventories - can all be controlled 
within facility management software. 

And while solving the day-to-day 
problems of facility managers is 
important, facility management 
software also provides another crucial 
component: a path to proactive 
maintenance. Proactive maintenance 

is the key to cutting costs, as studies 
have shown that organizations can 
save between 25 - 30% by investing 
in a preventative maintenance 
plan instead of operating under a 
reactive maintenance plan. Because 
operations takes up such a large 
part of an organization’s budget, 
saving money is key to prevent 
future problems and budget for more 
expensive building modifications.

In addition to a proactive maintenance 
plan, facility management software 
also benefits building managers in 
a number of other ways for future 
planning. Custodial work plans can 

be designed, customized, and refined 
by viewing space data and assigning 
areas to team members. Strategy 
around capital planning also becomes 
easier with facility management 
software. Flooring changes, floor 
space modifications, and building 
additions can be referenced for 
putting together quotes and budgets 
for future work. Lastly, asset mapping 
can be implemented for each building, 
effectively letting building managers 
monitor equipment, schedule 
maintenance, and avoid failures 
before they even happen.

Facility Management Software is an 
integral part of maintaining facilities by:

+ Producing up-to-date digital floor plans that allow
for easy knowledge sharing between teams, custodial
workload planning, capital planning, and accurate
space documentation

+ Creating a special map laid over floor plans to chart
and map assets across buildings that show make,
model, and manufacturer specifications, as well as
information on how to service equipment

+ Providing a digital, high quality work order system
that can easily be integrated with building data from
the digital floor plan or asset map

+ Allowing users to put in custom data fields to track
what’s important to each facility team - from floor
types to special notes on room utilization

It’s important that building or asset data not just be numbers that are 
written on paper or typed in a spreadsheet. This data can be powerful 
and transformative when used with facility management software. 
Collected data can generate a digitally preserved, visual map and 
provide facility managers a long term, location-based way to understand 
the most efficient and cost-effective methods to care for their buildings.
Todd Hoffmaster, CEO of AkitaBox

There are many software options to choose from, 
but most software offerings for institutional 
organizations focus only on one component of 
facility management. For example, many K-12 school 
districts utilize software that only specializes in digital 
work order systems. 

However, new software options are becoming 
available that combine these features into one 
solution.

If you’re looking to implement a Facility Management 
Software solution, the first step is to identify what 
features are crucial to your facility’s success. This 
article highlights these features in one place so that 
building leaders can understand what’s available to 
them and choose what’s most important.
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https://home.akitabox.com
https://blog.akitabox.com/15-things-your-facility-maintenance-software-must-have-for-success
https://blog.akitabox.com/15-things-your-facility-maintenance-software-must-have-for-success


Our team is recognized as innovators in the built environment 
and has already collected data on over 200 million square feet of 
facilities for planning and maintenance. 

AkitaBox isn’t just a software company. 

We are innovators and creators inspired to improve the way people 
manage and think about the buildings we occupy. At the heart of 
everything we do, is a focus to constantly improve and provide our 
customers a world class user experience.

About AkitaBox
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AkitaBox is ready to help you 
transform your facilities.

https://home.akitabox.com/getting-started-form
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